Coal Power Glut Puts $US1 Trillion of Investment at Risk
by Angela Macdonald-Smith
March 30, 2016 - The equivalent of 1,500 coal-fired power stations are being developed worldwide, despite the declining use of electricity generated from coal.  This points to a potential waste of capital of almost $US1 trillion, according to a report funded by 3 anti-fossil fuel groups.
The startling figures come from the study carried out for CoalSwarm, Sierra Club, and Greenpeace.  They are to be released on Wednesday, as local environmentalists ramp up their lobbying, amid concern the Indian government will press for money from the Future Fund.  It would help finance Adani Group's controversial $16.5 billion Carmichael coal and rail project in Queensland.
The report’s release coincides with a 4-day visit to Australia by Indian Finance Minister Arun Jaitley.  He is expected to pitch for funds from the Future Fund to be directed into infrastructure investments.
But Indian news reports have also suggested Mr Jaitley will be pushing to advance Adani's project in the Galilee Basin, in separate  meetings scheduled with Finance Minister Mathias Cormann and Peter Costello, head of the Future Fund.
The report found that 338 GigaWatts (GW) of new coal-fired generation capacity is in construction worldwide, with another 1,086 GW in planning.  It suggests the $US981 billion investment required will be "potentially wasted,” as coal is usurped by renewable energy becoming more affordable and accessible.
The rate of coal-plant additions globally is accelerating, running counter to the demand trend, according to the groups.  Some 84 GW of new coal capacity was added last year, 1/4 more than in 2014.  That’s even as actual consumption of coal to produce power fell worldwide.
The study pointed in particular to oversupply in China, where it said utilization of coal plants had dropped to 49.4%, the lowest since 1968.  A further decline is expected this year.
In India, 11 GW of thermal generation capacity is lying idle.  But annual capacity additions dropped last year, for the first time in almost a decade.  A further reduction is foreseen this year.
"While the amount of electricity generated from coal has declined for 2 years in a row, the industry has ignored this trend and continues to build new coal-fired generating plants at a rapid pace, creating an increasingly severe capacity bubble," the report said.
Forecasts Differ
The study is more bearish for coal use than suggested by several major authorities, including the International Energy Agency.  The IEA still forecasts global coal use will rise over the next 5 years, despite declining in 2014 for the 1st time this century.
It expects demand in south-east Asia will expand at 7.8% a year, while Indian annual consumption growth will be 4.1%.  It is forecasting increased demand for Australian thermal coal exports.
Federal Resources Minister Josh Frydenberg, who will meet Mr Jaitley later this week in Melbourne, likewise pointed to India's energy needs as the world's 3rd-largest energy consumer.  He said its need for a reliable supply of coal, to help provide electricity to about 300 million people, provides "great opportunities" for Australia.
However the findings still look set to add to broader pessimism around the economic prospects of the coal sector, as Peabody Energy becomes the latest US player to verge on bankruptcy.  Late last week, Moody's further downgraded the credit rating of the debt-laden miner, to Ca from Caa3, and increased its probability of default.
Local environmental groups have warned that a bankruptcy at Peabody, the world's largest private sector coal company, would worsen the risk that taxpayers in NSW and Queensland may need to cover mine rehabilitation costs, should Peabody's financial guarantees be inadequate.
Adani Australia chief executive Jeyakumar Janakaraj, is also thought to be due to speak at the Austrade-supported “Make in India” conference in Sydney on Wednesday.  There Mr Jaitley will give a keynote address.  
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